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Bella Hadid visits New Orleans for Michael Kors (11)
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Bella Hadid enjoys all New Orleans has to offer - in just 24 hours.   The model teamed up with fashion brand Michael Kors on a trip to the 'Big Easy' last December [2019].  The label has now shared photos of the visit - Bella's first to the US city where she showcased their latest looks.   They said: "This past December, we sent model Bella Hadid to New Orleans ? a city that the consummate jet-setter had never visited.   "With only 24 hours to take it all in, Michael sent her to some of his favorite spots for soaking up the best of The Big Easy.   "With its melting pot of cultures, rich music traditions and unparalleled food scene, New Orleans is a city of endless inspiration. Watch the video to get away (virtually) and experience a perfect day in the Crescent City with Bella Hadid and some of our favorite spring bags, like the Manhattan and Extra-Small Carmen satchels."  Among the places Bella, 23, visited were the famous jazz venue, Preservation Hall, beignet cafe, Cafe du Monde, sandwich shop Parkway Bakery and Tavern and bars on Bourbon Street, including karaoke spot Cat's Meow.   Editorial usage.   Must credit Courtesy of Michael Kors / MEGA.  10 Jul 2020  Pictured: Bella Hadid for Michael Kors in New Orleans.  Photo credit: Courtesy of Michael Kors/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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